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SPECTATOR

FRIDAY NIGHT

SAY. "I AM FROM
SEATTLE COLLEGE"

SPECTATOR DANCE
Seattle, Washington

Friday, December 9, 1938

Vol. VII. Number 9

Original Skit
Will Feature
College Nite

CANDID
COMMENT

Open

Letter

Undefeated Debaters
Ready For Invasion

FELLOW STUDENTS:
The selection of the Knights of Columbus Hall as
By Bettie Kumhera
Trip;
the center of activities for the 1939 Homecoming has
An original dramatic skit by
Ardith Deßolt and Peggy Lang
been made on the basis of the following ideas:
were two of the many collegians Robert Simmons, Spectator columnJourney
on
ist,
will
the
featured
occupy
spot
who headed for home for the
Most alumni, for whom Homecoming is primarily deThanksgiving holidays. It seems, on College night program at ProviExpecting to travel nearly 1,000 miles, four mem
the X of C, and thus is provided
however, that their home town is dence Auditorium, Friday evening signed, are affiliated with
bers of the Seattle College intercollegiate debate squad
Concrete, Wash. If the name December 16. The best in vocal an important means of contact, and an ideal spot for the
will leave tomorrow, Dec. 8, on a four-day tour of East
doesn't create any spark of recol- histrionic and terpsichorean talent Old Grads.
em Washington and Idaho, during which debates have
lection, we'll remind you that Con- which the college has to offer will
among
The dance hall of the X of C is
the finest been arranged with Ellensburg Normal, Washington
crete was the place where the combine to make up the annual
light went during the "Ataack from Christmas program presented for in the city and can accommodate a large crowd. With State College, Idaho University, Spokane Junior College
Mars" broadcast some weeks ago. the students of Seattle College and
Whitworth College, and Gonzaga University.
The lights weren't the only things their families. Work on the skit a good orchestra and suitable decorations a successful
The S. C. debaters, boasting o
that failed to function, for it seems was begun Monday by the Drama dance can be attained.
being
Guild
is
an
undefeated record in this year"
by
and
directed
Miss
that the population took to them
The operating expenses of the A. S. S. C. for the
are
thar hills. They wasn't agonna let Lisle Macdonald, production manaintercollegiate competition,
any durn demons In them thar ger of the guild. A large cast of col- spring quarter must be financed out of the present funds
scheduled to participate in ten de
monkey suits get them! No sar! lege men and women will be rebate contests in the course of the
Play
plus any profit gained from Homecoming affairs. The
Andath assures us, though, that the quired for the presentation.
Eastern invasion. Mr. Harrison, S
The mixed glee club under the reasonable rates of the X of C Hall will materially aid
rumor got around that the durn
J., debate coach, will accompany
direction
of
Mr.
Walter
Aklin
will
demons got a squint at the hats the
in increasing any such profits.
As Its first major production of the debaters, and Robert Massenga
women are wearing and beat it make its first appearance of the
All these facts, in light of a material consideration the year, the Seattle College drama will transport the group.
back where they belong! So they school year, rendering, among other
all came home to celebrate with numbers the ever enjoyed "Silent of Homecoming cause me to heartily recomme*nd the guild presented a three-act comedy,
En route to Spokane, the team
pet gobbler. The citizens I Night.'* The women's chorus will
Home," Thurs- will stop off at Ellensburg for
"The
Heathers
at
aforementioned hall.
in or maybe the demons did render the popular Gounod's "Aye
Washing
day and Friday nights, December debate with the Eastern
Maria" with tenor solo by Leslie
—Who are we to judge?
and on
Education,
ton
School
of
regards
spirit
Homecoming,
logiAs
the
of
what more
1 and 2 at Providence Hospital the second day of the tour, Wash
" " " *
Rein. The male quartet which has
already made several local appear- cal place for a Catholic College Homecoming than a Auditorium.
ington State College and Idah
I'll be well worth coming back ances will open the evening's proCatholic institution?
Although not well attended, the University will furnish the forensi
"chool in the winter quarter If
gram with the Indian melody "Pale
play yielded the largest financial opposition for the S. C. represen
y for the social events that the
In closing, may Iadd that it is my sincere hope that returns In the history of the col- tatives.
Moon" and a comedy number,
Girls Club has to offer. According "Johnny
Smoker."
the student body will be behind this major event of the lego. Net receipts are expected to On Saturday, the College debater
Janet Granger the club it
The carol "Jesu Bambino" which
run over fifty dollars.
>in' to town" next quarter.
heartedly.
will meet Spokane Junior Colleg
has enthralled college night audi- school year whole
situation resulted from the and Whitworth concluding th
eyVe going to bust things wide
This
ences during the past years will
James Scanlan, Pres. A. S. S. C.
Ml. They're going to promote
fact that production costs were schedule that night with a public

Will Meet
Four Members Make
1000-Mile
Six Universities

-

Drama Group
Presents First
Three-Act

Eir

—

t

again be rendered by the Girl's

more fun that the time that Little Trio, composed
of Barbara Jean
Willie combined Sodium and H2O Forthoffer, Theresa Croteau and
and got a free ride to the roof of Mary Buchanan.
the Smith tower. The first and one
The Seattle College tap team, a
of the biggest events in the social new and novel group of four
heap will be the annual Girls Club couples under the direction
of Miss
Tolo (is that you grinning, boys? Helen Powers will
make its debut
—That's what we thought.) Janu- with a short rhythmical number.
ary 29 is th« date.
Scholastic honors won by stuFollowing the Tolo an ice skat- dents during the fall quarter will

ing party is planned. Ice skating be publicly announced by the Rev.
the alushings. Then there'll be the
night when Seattle College takes

over the Show Boat. Small theatre
parties will climax the evening.
Yep, the girls club committee
certainly is going to go to the city
in a big way!

" " " *

Quiz Tests On Mass
Prove Popular Part
Of Sodality Meetings
At the last meeting of the Se-

College Sodality November 28,
Next Friday night, at 7:30 o'clock, attle
a
second
in a series of Professor
the Oarrigan gymnasium will be

the scene of the charity basketball
game between Seattle Prep and
Enumclaw. All receipts will be
donated to the worthy cause of
furnishing Christmas food baskets
for needy Seattle families.
Tax included, the admission for
students will be twenty cents;
adults, thirty-five cents
Yep, the Spectator has the sponsoring bug again. The occasion—
The third mixer of the quarter
and the last dance of the Fall
Quarter. There will be no ticket
"oilers milling through the halls
this time a* admission will be collected at the door. The Evening
Star orchestra will play again by
popular demand. You can't afford
to miss this danee and neither

—

"""
can we—.

—

" "

Debate teams from twenty high
schools all over the state of Washington have been invited to attend
the annual debate gathering at
your Alma Mater, Seattle College.
The date Is December seventeenth
and all Seattle Collegians are invited to witness the battle of armentation. It'll be worth seeing.
Everybody's dashing around with
wild look in their eyes— The
irary is a bit more crowded than
usual preceding students in th«
halls are open books and they
aren't titled "Detective Brawn
Solves the Crime of the Frozen

R—

—

North" either.
We think, and being in the same

boat, we ought to know, that the
cause of the knitted brows is probably due to term papers, thesis',
tests, quizes, and everything in general that comes with the last two
weeks of school. But everyone's
looking forward to College Night,
and from all we hear, it's going to
be something new, different, and
superior. It will be a fitting
climax to a swell school quarter.
Don't forget to sign that advertising co-operation promise. It
means a lot to the Spectator— and
if you do your part it's sure to do
you a lot. of good as well as the

paper.

Quiz contests was held. Monica
Hoffman, Janet Oranger, Iris Logan, Magdalene La Bissonniere,
Louis Sauvain, Joe Oakes, Alfred
Plachta, Joe McMurray, and Don
West were the contestants. Al
Plachta, the winner, received a rosary from Rev. Father Peronteau,
S. J.
All students are requested to
present their Sodality membership
cards hereafter at the door.
Lou Sauvain urged cooperation
on the Christmas basket drive and
requested all to do their best to
make it a success.
The evening was concluded with
the social hour of dancing.

Father Elliott Is College Students To
Named Provincial Receive Tomorrow
Minister of At St. Joseph's
Previously serving
Oregon,
as

Novices in Sheridan,
Father Fi-ancis Elliott was appointed the Jesuit Provincial of the
Oregon Province by the Very Rev.
Vladimir Ledochowski, Father General of the entire Jesuit order.
While attending sch<*»r tr. **;**
soula, Montana, Father Elliott felt
the call to the religious life, and
when he entered the novitiate in
1913 he was the first student to
enter from the Jesuit high school
in Missoula.
His first years in the society were
spent in the Novitiate at Los Gatos
California. From here he went to
Spokane to study a few years at
Mount St. Michael. As a scholastic
he taught at Seattle College from
1922 to 1926. From here he went
to Rome and studied for two years,
and from there he went to Dublin,
Ireland, where he was ordained.
For two years he was Minister
at Mount St. Michael's, Spokane,
Washington. In 1932 he went to
his home town for a year and then
he returned to the Jesuit Novitiate
at Sheridan, Oregon, where he has
been ever since, presiding as Minister until November 21, 1938. when
he was appointed to succeed Father Walter J. Fitzgerald as Jesuit
Provincial.

Scribe Adopts Scrooge For Angel
As Christmas Shopping Begins
Only 19 more shopping days left
till Christmas, and here we are
without that annual gift of a corn
coib pipe for gramps and the bottle of dandruff remover for that
one splotch of gray oasis on Uncle
Elmer's baldpate. But let's swing
into the Christmas spirit with that
newest corny step and tour the
town for a little Yuletide atmosphere, trying at the same time to
get what seems to be a dollar bargain at the 5c and 10c store.
A huge crowd blocks a window
and the curious passerby calls a
through tackle play to pick up a
first down around some fat lady's
hips or over a million urchins'
heads. The first play is thrown for
a loss by the Ail-American tackle
found wherever any American female lurks the feather on some
feminine hat gouging through the
ball carrier's right eye. Oh Darwin, are we superior to the basest
animals when we create such mortal weapons under the guise of innocent dress?
Subsequent dashes through center
end with your head under an elderly gentleman's hickory cane, or
rather the cane over your head,
while an enveloping veil draping
from another chapeau so befogs
the quarterback's algnals that they

—

are caught in the permeating mesh
and can't be plucked out.
Fate is fate and we decide to
shun this childish window gating
pastime of the comomn rabble for
more individual enterprises requiring personal technique above the
ordinary. We're patricians in our
mental togas, and besides we
couldn't get near the display, anyway.
Espying, on a table of odds and
ends, the best pearl necklace you
ever saw for a quarter, you make a
blind lunge for it. Panting for
breath, you rise with your hand
clutching a pair of dilapidated garters. You realize defeat of goal in
the object of a foreign white arm
plucking the jewels from beneath
your nose.
T Standing disgustedly on the
street corner, you are bewildered at
the mad hustle and bustle of everyone whirling around. Then comes
the local bull of the woods with,
"No loitering, burnt Git along, you,
or I'll run ya in for vagrancy."
Scrooge, you're my angel! Christmas is a lot of bunkum. And then
the warning "clank" of Marley'i
chains reminds you of all the presents you'll be getting, and off into
the midst of the burly crowd and
into the packed elevators you dive
again.

At St. Joseph's church tomorrow,
December 8, the Catholic students of Seattle College will receive communion at the nine
o'clock mass on this Holy day of
obligation; the feast of the Immaculate Conception. Followingthe
services a communion breakfast
will be served In the hall downstairs.
According to Mrs. Leonard, dean
of women at Seattle College, and
chairman of this first communion
breakfast of the school year, every
Catholic student is invited to attend.
Co-chairman on the committee
are Ellen McHugh and Mary
Powers. Assisting Misa McHugh
and Miss Powers are Iris Logan,
Helen O'Neil, Kay Leonard, Ida
Faus, Mary Martha O'Brien, Charlotte Jecker, Agnus Valiquette and
Mavis McCreery,
Others serving are Margaret Dillon, Barbara Fallon, Eula Reily,
Rosemary Smith, Madeline Laßissioneire, Barbara Sandveir, Dorothea Mitchell, and Mary Allen.
Completing the committee list are
Mary Marx, Mary D. Sanderson,
Anne McKinnon, Dorothy Fairhurst, Monica Hoffman and Mary
Louise Bader.

Dean Preaches
Yakima Retreat
Father McGoldrick, Dean of Seattle College gave the annual retreat to the 150 students of St.
Joseph's Academy in Yaklma. This
event was held from November
twenty-first to the twenty-third.

Dance
Friday
Nite
Friday, December 9, at nine fifteen the Spectator will sponsor
its last mixer of the Fall quarter.
The place, as usual will bo the
Knights of Columbus Hall and
the admission at usual twentyfive cents.
A large turnout of girls is exas at the* last mixer the
boys far outnumbered the girls.
This situation also promises to
please the boys, as there will be
a greater variety of partners.
pected

very small and that the drive for decision debate with Gonzaga Unl
program ads was successful.
versity.
Enthusiastic comments on all
Frank Hayes and Angelo Mag
aides were heard for the eleven nano, comprising the men's team
members of the cast which includ- for the trip, will attempt to main
ed Bill Shearer, Nadine Gubbins, tain the victorious pace establishei
and Tony Daigle as leads, with Sunday, November 20, when the;
Betty Qermer, Virginia Gemmill, won a unanimous decision over a
Dorothy Griffm, Frank Elliott, Vin- picked team from Gonzaga Unl
cent Scallan and Fred Runnels in versity.
featured roles. Phillip Harroid and
The women's team, representing
Dominic Rosi figured prominently the college on the trip, wIU be
in minor bits. Miss Catherine Mc- composed of Roaeanne Flynn and
!
Donnell directed the play.
Helen Carey, both veteran douattefrf
Assisting behind stage were Lisle
Macdonald, make-up; John Powers,
stage manager; James Scanlan, Addison Smith, William Kelly, and
Thomas Smeall, assistants.
Robert Hiltenbrand was business
manager of the play while Joseph
"An Autumn Revery" held by
Oakes handled the publicity. Mr. Seattle College on Friday, NovemJ. J. Murphy, S. J., acted in the ber 18, will go down in social hiscapacity of faculty advisor.
tory as one of the most enjoyable
Usherettes for the two perform- that the college has sponsored, acances were Maxanna Keene, Lois cording to those who attended.
Elsen, Ann Smith, Lucille Savage, They announced that the factors
Eileen Mcßride, and Lorrayne towards making the dance a sucElsen. Providing Intermission en- cess were sweet music, the proper
tertainment were the two girls' atmosphere, and a sociable crowd.
The committee for the dance
trios.
headed by Robert Masenga and
Miss Ruth Borbeck were rewarded
for their efforts. The total dance
expenses came to $149.50. With
$63 taken in at the door and the
proceeds from advanced ticket
Tomorrow night the Seattle Col- sales, the profit turned in to the
lege literary society will have its student treasury comes to $6.50.
initial meeting at eight o'clock. An estimated 110 couples attended.
The purpose of the society is to
discuss Catholic tendencies and
Catholic Philosophy in current literature.
Students in Father McOoldrich's
At the first meeting, December psychology classes will be given an
8, the society will discuss recent opportunity to display their extendisplays which exemplify the Cath- sive knowledge of that subject on
olic spirit.
December 15 and 16.
The topic dealing with Emmet
On those days oral examinations
Lovery, foremost Catholic drama- are to be held before three boards
tist, will be discussed by Mr. J. J. of examiners. The public is Invited.
Murphy, S. J., Lisle Macdonald, The time, place and names of exstudent at Seattle College, will dis- aminers are to be announced at a
cuss Eugene O'Neil, the playwright. later date.

Fall Informal Is
Social Success

Literary Society To
Meet Thursday Night

Oral Exams Due

Quick- Witted Thespians Ad-lib

Many Lines For Missing Props

Whereupon the offended Osca
The "Heathers at Home" is history and the audience probably did replied reproachfully, "Why doc
not notice it, but many a quick tori" The audience was pleated

wltted line saved a delicate situation on the stage.
For Instance— on Thursday night,
the reason why Mama apologized
for not having a paper to offer
htm, it that she suddenly discovered
that particular prop missing.
Dr. Graves, the verbose demonstrator of the ridiculous six point
health system, drew an extra laugh
from the dress rehearsal audience.
He went to reprimand the Indifferent Bertie for not exerting himself in the exercise. Instead he
called out "O scar, you're not trying."

and the doctor strove to repeat the
mistake on the next two nights, but
could not remember to forget.
The doctor, however, offers no

excuse for the blood tingling in the
finger "tripe."

Bertie saved the situation during
one performance when the

men

gathered around the new electric
cigarette lighter only to discover
that th« "juice" was disconnected
Bertie simply remarked, "I didn't
think this thing would work," and
drew a book of matches from his
pocket.
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Something Missing!
Seattle College Spirit

Where ?
Not at the Informal!
Not at the play!
Then Where?

"In a special effort to bring about
a full realizationof the significance
of the Catholic solution for the spiritual, economic, and social crises
which the world faces today, the
Papal teachings on Social Justice
will be the sermon topic for the
next 52 Sundays in the Diocese of
Seattle."
With these words Bithop Shaughnesty, one of the foremost tocial
juttice advocates in the United
States, launched forth a program of
mast enlightenment of the most
vital problems of the day. To tay
this it a radical departure from
previous moulds is no exaggeration. The underlying significance of
tuch a move is in accordance with
tha new Catholic philosophy that
social juttice it to be obtained not
by the education of the upperbracket few, who in turn affect the
many; but by the direct education
of the many to bring order out of
chaos.
In Spain the education of the
upper bracket few in an effort to
bring about a reform was admittedly a failure. Today in democratic
America a direct mass appeal is
being made in an effort to meet
present day problems with the only
sane solution based upon sound
philosophical and economic principles.

We Bow Our Heads

Ten years ago the problems of Industry, agriculture, and labor ware

It is with shame that we are forced to the concern of comparatively few
admit that Seattle College cannot support with the exception of the victlmt.
wat
a closed dance. Out of eleven hundred It was thought that if a mancould
tudents, we fell short by fifty couples of honest and industrious he
make a good living for himself and
even meeting the total cost.
his
family. It was believed that lagiven
at
out
In spite of all-the-assurance
he student body meeting, if last minute bor unions were probably all right
nvitations had not been sent to a hundred for those who wanted them. We
the
outsiders, the dance would have shown a thought it was the,function of and
preserve
order
government
to
net deficit of $62.50. And this from an
affair that was supposed to MAKE money. combat crime, to remain aloof from
adjustments." We know
We had a lot of fun pretending ;but the "economic
job of the priest wat to
that
the
College
has
had
are
clear.
acts
Seattle
We did not think much
ts last "closed dance" for the year 1938- save souls.
of that thing called economics.
39.
Now at last we all see the chalThen, the play! When we saw the atlenge. It has taken two Incomparnight,
felt
like
the
second
we
endance on
vOfkitig oui in disgust! And the attend- able Pontiffs, two major depressions and two economic phenomena
ince was three times as large as on the
to do this. The two Popes, of course
pening night.
Mr. Murphy, the moderator, Miss Mac- are Leo XIII and Pius XI; we all
lonald, the director, and the whole cast, know the two depressions; the two
worked themselves ragged for six weeks other factors are militant, commuo make their play a success. Jim Scanlon nism and a virile labor movement.
has seen the challenge
ssued appeal after appeal at the student The Church
meeting the challenge. From
and
is
»ody meetings. The whole drama guild did
her pulpits she will continually inheir best to stir up enthusiasm.
respond
? struct; in her schools she will train
Did Seattle College students
)id they give up one night and the huge leaders in economics and business
as well as leaders for labor. In fact
üm of 27c. They did not!
There is a small group working now to the emphasis will be on labor beget an annual for Seattle College. They cause it Is from labor that reform
are all the more deserving of praise be- will emanate.
cause they realize the situation they must

I

face.

The Gavel Club, the Mendel Club, the
Physics Society, The Spectator itself, and
every other activity is supported by only
a few public spirited students.
Seattle College spirit is not dead, but it
is certainly dormant. A great re-awakening is needed!

Crazy Hats Ruin
Young Love, Says
Man Who Knows
By William Bates

—

Far be it from me to bring up
that horrible grey ghost the modern hat again, as the Good Lord
only knows that the be-devilled
So we offer this admonition not as an creations have received more than
spression of despair but rather of disap- their share of ribbing already, but
ointment.
may I just add a feeble word, not
We know the possibilities of the Seattle of protest, but of agony?
ollege student body. They compose the
Ihad the dubious pleasure the
nest group of young men and women in other day of accompanying a young
any school. Only coordination and a uni- lady while she was on hat-shopa
fied spirit is necessary to rouse them on ping tour.
to better things.
Gaily we set out together, two
happy young people, chatting fairly
gracefully of thit and that, little
dreaming that not another hour
Dear Mr. Editor:
would pass, ere a terrible misunderOnly occasionally do Isee letters to the editor or
standing would arise between us.
to the student body printed in your paper, but I After uting a few football tactict
am going to take a chance on this missive receiving
that I learned as waterboy for the
attention.
Bluewater High Buttercupt, we neIn the last few weeks Ihave been to a few of the
gotiated our way through the maelconcerts and recitals given around town, and I've strom of living, fighting humanity,
noticed that packed houses were almost always the
and we glided to a cool atop in th«
rule, and in the audiences a goodly number of
hat shop of one of *ur more peaceSeattle College students. Particularly of note were ful department stores.
the concerts at the Meany Hall, sponsored by stuImust admit that even at that
dents at the University.
early time, misgivings misgave me,
Perhaps this hasn't given anyone else an idea, but as Iglanced apprehensively around
I think, myself, that Seattle College could sponsor
the room. This can't be the place
a concert series that would bring not only good BHE is going to buy a hat, Irepublicity to the college but most likely a tidy little
assured myself. BHE has too much
sum (of course this mercenary viewpoint can be common sense.
overlooked) to our dear Alma Mater.
But, alas, even SHE had fallen
At first we might not be able to get artists like
victim to this mania, this fleroe
Krelsler, but only a few years ago who would have
competition between all women to
thought that our attendance would have reached its
outdo each other In being ridicupresent high?
lous. Calmly, all too calmly, I
Iam only presenting a constructive suggestion
thought, BHE sat down at- one of
maybe one impossible of attainment— but what do
those cute (and absolutely useless)
you, Mr. Editor, and some of the other students
tables, and murmured sweetly to
think of this?
the clerk, "I want a hat."
Sincerely,
The clerk ((or should I aay
(Continued on Page Four)
BILL BROWN.

What Is The Answer?

I

MAIL BAG

—

And IDo Mean You

Student
Observer
Bishop Shaughnessy Begins
Program of Enlightenment
On Social Justice Topics

—
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The SPORTING THING
Our nomination for the happiest man in Seattle College, nay in the city, is Bill Bates. The reason? Ask Pat
Weckert
Note to Bill McLelland: The field is now
clear. Don't say we never did anything for you
Those two men-about-school,Lou Sauvain and Bud Bader,
took in the all-city high school dance Saturday night,
and, what's more, they went stag
Doc Schweitzer
is happy, the reason ? Bunny Westmoreland is returning
Orchids to Janet Granger,
to the College next quarter
the only person Ihave ever known, whom Ihave never
And scallions
heard say anything unkind of anyone
doing
job
are
fine
of tearing
boys
to three S. C.
who
a
of
former
SC
student
Miss
reputation
down the
a
Margaret Scheubert, one of our fairer students, knows all
Nominated for
about astronomy, just ask her
College
by popular acofficial death-driver of Seattle
Kirchof,
the nemesis of all advertisers
claim, is Con
Mary Cramer is sporting a pretty new locket and report
Somebody has been
says that it comes from Kalama
Rita,
and is John Downes
popping off about the famous
Everybody seems to have had a fairly good time
irked
at S. C. Open fall informal. We say open, advisedly

...

.. ..

...

...

...

..

.

.. .

...

...

...

.. .

Champion ferretouter is Freshman Barbara
Fallon
And speaking of Miss Fallon, her School spirit
(Garfield) knows no bounds. She wore a purple and
Call Lorrayne Eisen by
white gown to the informal
her middle name if you want to get in her hair. Incidentally, the name is Minn?

...

...
...

Following the party for the cast and production staff
of "The Heathers at Home," Fred Runnels took Betty
Germer home. Miss Germer lives in South Park, Mr. Runnels lives near Seward Park. The street-cars had stopped
running. Mr.Runnels got a flat tire. There was no telephone. Add it all up. Mr. Runnels walked nine miles
Many and many an S. C. girl had her gown rehome
paired at the Terry Avenue Town Shop following the informal
At least four romances have sprung up from
"The Heathers at Home." No names
And now the
truth about Bob Wilkinson's appellation, "Thirteen hours."
It seems that Bob went for a short ride, but he was gone
Lorrayne (Minna) Eisen wears a Sailor
thirteen hours
collar outside her Mclntosh, and does she Brigham to
their knees
Chuck Weil and Joe Wall are in the
Xmas tree business. All your patronage is (will be) appreciated. (Pd. Advt.)
At S. C.'s first practice game,
Woody Borg was so unnerved by time-out, that he huddled
Magdalene La Bissoniere gave a
with the wrong team
girl's stag-party last Saturday night and gave the gals
all the wrong address. After two or three hours of wandering they finally connected. Report goes that the
party was worth the trouble
What were two Irishers
like Jar Lyons and Emmet Egan doing at the Polish Hall ?
Joe Wall promises to bring Roosevelt's pride and joy to
the Spectator mixer
Around and about Friday night
at Valentine's ;Bill Bates, Nora Keavey, Joe English, Maxanna Keene, Don Larson, Ernie Tardif, Jim Cunningham,
and over at the Jolly Roger; Bill McLelland and Katy
Bengston, Nadine Gubbins and Fred Conyne. At Pat's on
Saturday ; Vince Scallon, Don Styer, Dorothy Griffin, Virginia Gemmill, George Wood, Harry Sloan, Jean Collman,
Larry McDonnell, Joe Merrick, Chuck Weil, Con Kirchof
More people, more places!
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Play Parade
Local Play Reviewed;
Bill Shearer and Virginia
Gemmill Take Honors
Thursday and Friday, December
first and second, the Seattle College Drama Guild presented a
three-act comedy, "The Heathers
at Home."
Bertie Hill, lazy and allergic to
truck-driving, and his go-getting
wife, played by Bill Shearer and
Virginia Gemmill, stole the show.
Bill Shearer, as the man "who is
only happy whan he is sleeping after a good meal," is what it commonly and vulgarly known as a
"wow." Virginia Gemmill, at Lottie, hit naive wife, runt him a
close second.

Tony Daigle, playing "Papa"
Heather, and Betty Germer playing "Mama" Heather, portray their
roles very competently.
Tony
Daigle, in particular, had some
prize lines to get over, and they
lost nothing in his deliverance.
Nadine Gubbins, at Bessie, the)
downtrodden daughter who finally
"tells off" Papa, is an ingenue
find. Mils Gubbins has no small
dramatic talant, and besides this
important fact, she has very definite eye-appeal; practically the
same comment may be made regarding Dorothy Qriffin, who plays
El»ie Heather.
Frank Elliott, plays the part of
Mack Heather; and Vincent Seal
lon that of Fred Swanson. Both
Elliott and Swanson are well cast
and fill their parts excellently.
Fred Runnels, in the part of
Oscar, slimy suitor to Beisie
Heather ,js a comic find. The
way In which he delivers hit final
and parting shot is excellent. Oom
inic Rosi, handicapped by an extremely small part, mjkei the most
of It.

Big Doin's at SC,
Writes Hector
To Farm Folk

—

Dear Mammy an' Pappy an'
the folks back horne

—

By Margaret Scheubert
When this column last appeared the
masculine element had a two to one lead
over the fair sex. Just to prove (?) that
we don't favor the men the tables are
turned this week and we present:
RUTH BORBECK, a titian-haired,blueeyed senior who hails from Great Falls,
Montana. Although her ambition at present is to be a social service worker, Ruth
started her college career as a drama student. Perhaps that fact has something to
do with her intense dislike of cotton and
balloons. She won't tell!
Essentially a feminist, she doesn't care
for sports; goes in for music, reading and
such. Tips from her room-mate: she wore
long curls until she was fifteen, and she
NEVER talks before breakfast.

* *

♥

*

Rather a coincidence (or is it?) that
FRED CONYNE, also a senior, has red
hair and Montana as his home state. A
reticent individual is Fred but our unyielding perseverance uncovered these
facts: he is a qualified life guard, an amateur politician, and an all-round athlete.
His pet peeve is flat tires; his special
weaknesses are Italian dinners and the
color combination blue and red (It's purty")
He has a yen which is known as bees in
the feet (wanderlust to you). A yen is
only a yen but a good ambition is well,
it's a good ambition and Fred's is to become a University Prof. Before that materializes, however, he may join the Foreign Legion.

—

* * * *

JANET (Etiennette) GRANGER, as
everyone knows, is Girls' Club President
but what everyone does NOT know is that
when very young, Janet's favorite diversion
was running away from home. Home to
her then meant Melfort, Saskatchewan,
Canada. Her most outstanding character-

istic is her sense of humor and this being
so it's quite natural that her pet dislike
is humorless people. One of her hobbies
is composing music. Her secret ambition
is to direct a male chorus; she can't stand
to hear women sing. Her real ambition
is to teach kindergarten. It seems Janet's
most embarrassing moment occurred when
she slipped and fell flat on a dance floor
during a contest. It was no jitterbug affair
either.

Begged, Borrowed
or Stolen
DAFFYNITIONS:
Pence : trousers.
Quote : an article of clothing worn to
keep warm.
Squad : to sit on heels.
Lunge : noon-time meal.
Chump : to leap into the air.
Grudge, a place where autos are kept.
Acquire : a group of church singers.
Paradox : two ducks.
Nertz: a doctor's assistant.
Rowboat: mechanical man.
Gulf: nationwide sport.

*

♥

♥

Prof: "You missed class yesterday, didn't
you?
all Soph: "No, not a bit."

* * *

—

Gad zookt as we uns say in College—l was a lookin back in the
pajet of mi dairy and it has ben a

All work and no play makes jack
and plenty of it. * *

long time tinse we uns correspon-

Ioften sit and meditB
Upon the sorry trick of f8
That keeps me still a celibB
Oh, what a stB!
Iwant a lOder maid sedB
To love me and be my m
My 40tude is not so grB
Icannot w8
Oh f8 b9, Before 2 L
Relieve my awful single stB
And when I've 1 this m8
sedB
WE'll osculB.
*

did with each another. I lamed

——

that too-bit word in mi composition
clats Chee but I am a gettin
amart You uns won't no littul me
when i come home for the Xmat
holidait.
Nex Friday nite it a big hullibaloo: It la called a Spectator
mixer. It will be the small summ
of 25c or 50c as the case may be.
I am a goin to h<av a lot of fun as
I lov to danve at the k c hall.
It will seam kind of nice not to
ware my Sunday-go-to-meetin thoes
as I did when i toow Emogene to
tha informal. Tha informal was a
lott of funn an I do mean funn.
Emegene shore was a eyefull in
her perty dress. It was long as
swithy like.
Zounds! (we alto tay that in Seattle College) it doetn't seam poisibul that school ends in onli two
weeks. College night will be on Friday, December sixteenth. All tha
folkt here-about are rarin to go.
Well, I guest I'll have to be gettin
along.

Yore lovin

ton,

HECTOR.

TEN - O - FOUR
MADISON
Barber Shop and
Beauty Parlor
Appointment
By Telephone

ELIot 1004

♥

FIGURE-8-IVELY SPEAKING

♥

8
8

"

Aunt Nelly says: Some people simply
throw their junk in the alley; others put
licenses on it and drive it through the
streets.

THE PLACE TO GO FRIDAY

NITE

SPECTATOR

DANCE
COME STAG
»:1S p. m.

XC Hall
25c

THE
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Todd Takes Over Ski Club Selects
Duties As First New Chaperone
Rifle Club Prexy

Tennis Team Will Receive
Major Expense Account

President Jack Kearny, leader of
the College Ski Club, told the SpecMarx marches on
During its last meeting, the new- tator in an exclusive interview that
In another part of this page, the not-too-casual reader ly organized Rifle Club held iti he had signed Mrs. Harry Ketell
will find that Seattle College tennis has reached its ma- election of officers. Jud Todd was to chaperone all the organized ski
$100;
jority. The one and only reason for the net boom here at unanimously elected the club's pres- trips for the season. Mr. Kearny
S. C. is Bill Marx.
ident. In electing Todd president, added that Mrs. Ketell is most
the club members did what was ex- qualified for the post, both as a
uncomplainingly
for
long
labored
and
has
Bill Marx
By Ed Waitc
skiier, and as a chaperone.
determinedness,
pected
of them,
his "pet," the tennis team. With a real
of
expense
fine,
grant
fat
the
dechaperone
single-handed,
a
Todd
has
worked
nard
in
"Our
new
Is
an
art
secured,
Bill
velopment of the club and without teacher in Grover Cleveland High
It has been reported that the tennis team this year
money for the trips that are coming up in the spring.
very
School,
just
appropriations of approximately $100 for the
him.
It's
that
there
and
was
the
will
receive
probable
recently
We could editorialize loud and long on Bill's ambi- would be no club.
chaperone,
along
expenses
coming- season. The S. C. Athletic Faculty,
with
Mrs.
Leonof
the
soul,
if
skeptical
tion, but let it suffice to remind any
ard,
thoroughly
studying the situation, announced that
the
Barn
Dance.
after
Frosh-Soph
at
Styer was elected vice presithere be one, that besides the raise of tennis to a major □onalong
an expert skiier, the forthcoming team would receive major privileges
Mrs.
Ketell
is
not
McKillop
dent
with
Emmet
sport, the work of Bill Marx will result in the finest kind
but I
to see her ahow up a lot since it is now a major sport at the College.
of publicity. Any school that has a team to represent them and Joe English as secretary and of thelook
girl skiiers here at the Coltreasurer.
inevitably
Already several matches have
in a sport as well established as tennis, must ability
lege," Mr. Kearny said.
arranged with outside instituof
been
only
on
the
After
with
the
club's
speaking
outsiders,
not
cause comment from
It was learned through Bill Bates,
tions
including Portland U., Gonpresident,
quality,
size,
and
educational
it
made
that
squad,
but
on
the
was
known
the net
Ketell, that the
the
brother
of
Mrs.
Origin
U.,
as
Whitman College, Willamzaga
College.
case
soon
as
the
constitution
com;
Seattle
possibilities of that school in this
new chaperone is an enthusiastic
U., Ellensburg Normal, Belmittee
finishes
the
conette
drafting;
This column, thanks you, Bill Marx. All Seattle Col- stitution and by-laws, the club will "snow-slider" and that she is looklingham Normal, P. L. C. and C.
lege thanks you. The tennis team is indebted to you. In be affiliated with the National Rifle ing forward with great eagerness Beginning rather humbly in India P. S. Several of these tournaments
in the year 1861, badminton has
years to come, an enlarged student body will thank you. Association. It will practice at the to the coming season.
are home and home matches, so it
risen rapidly to assume its place is apparent that the team wil travel
interview,
Wigwam wanderings
When
asked
for
an
Western Avenue Armory.
quoted as saying, among the most popular of year to some extent this season.
Coach Joe Budnich is secretly pleased at the hoop Dues for the club will not exceed Mrs. Ketell was
hope
"I
that the season around sports.
sincerely
into
whip
themselves
Prospects for a championship club
squad for their determination to
$2.00 a year, targets and guns being
soon,
starts
as I am most anxious Leaving their quarters for a game this year are brightly seasoned by
Someone ask Big Bob Rey- furnished.
shape early this season
With- After once organized, the com- to meet more of the College stu- of tennis on a spring afternoon in the return of several lettermen. Renolds what his middle name it and then duck
dents."
this year, two British army officers turning veterans are Bill Marx,
bad
that
Santa
it
seems
too
showing
partiality,
any
out
pany may get into the Puget Sound
were forced by a sudden shower to playing-coach of the squad, Lou
Clara had to lose to St. Mary's this year, because that de- Small-bore Rifle League and take
retreat
to their dwelling.
Bowl
Souvain, No. 3 man of last year's
Sugar
of
the
right
out
part in regular competition as well
feat shunted the Broncos
Upon entering the large living College team, Bud Bader, oneJim Whitaker just informed as inter-college competition. The
(and incidentally, 40 Gs)
room of the officers residence, these striper from last season, Jack Mura boxing class, if club will be divided into two secthis column that he is willing to start
gentlemen considered the possibili- phy, No. 2 on last season's squad,
the demand warrants it Jim is the energetic badminton tions: Junior and Senior, the Junties of playing a game of tennis in- and Paul Blugard, No. 1 man, who
quite
a
few
years
prof., and has boxed professionally for
iors under eighteen and Seniors
doors. Having no net, they stretched in past years has been very prcgniAnyone wishing to get a good pair of skis puh-lenty over eighteen.
Reward: This The Leterman's Club is now con- With the Christmas season com- a piece of tape across the room, and nent in state tournaments. Some of
cheap, see this writer (Paid Adv.)
for a ball th«ir substituted a cham- the candidates who are expected to
column will give the top of a Model T (or a reasonable sidering the feasibility of including ing on, the skiers of S. C. will be pagne
cork studded with chicken press the veterans for positions on
squeezplan
for
Rifle Club members in the list of glad tonote that ski equipment may
facsimile of same) to anyone giving us a
Thus, while attempting to the first squad are Dean Moran,
feathers.
OPDebbil
Bud
bought
out
of
the
be
the
bookstore
for
page
through
recipients
picture
sports
for the
in a
of minor sports eman
improvised
game of tennis, city champion of Enumclaw, Ed
play
coach,
playerhoop
is
a greatly reduced price. This quarBill Murphy, last year's
blems.
get.
game of badminton was unwit- Waite and Johnny Downes, Freshthe
ComAlpine
representtive
in
the
almost
there
will
be
strong
being
ter
over
manager of the
begun by two men.
no organized trips but at the start tingly
man and Junior, respectively, at the
After gleaning a little more on the
munity League
Improvement
of the game fol- College. Many more athletes whose
enough
us
that
the
Homeof
next
there
will
be
quarter
possible
Lorrayne
to
Eisen Leads
situation,it now seems very
coming battle will be waged with the powerful Mount Girl Shuttle Boomers to keep the devotees of the hickory lowed rapidly upon its inception. names are yet unknown are exRackets were made much lighter pected to acquire a place on one of
boards happy.
Angel aggregation.
and the shuttles were perfected. he teams.
The
skiers
will
be
to
note
glad
rolling
great
season
Ski club
to
After three years of disputing
price of equipment is Spreading from India to every corthat
the
organizawinter-wonderland
Kearny
and
his
Jack
Lorrayne Eisen is leading greatly reduced. This will give ev- ner of the British Empire, the game whether tennis should be a major
Miss
plantion are heading for their best year. The Ski Club is
her feminine cohorts in a determreached its peak under the influor not, this year it was dening a new set of trips that will .surpass in fun and ex- ined effort to best the fellows in eryone the opportunity to take up ence of English and Canadian port
idad
come under that classificathis
Also
the
to
growing
sport.
more
skiing
perience anything that the College has seen in the
badminton. Miss Eisen with the experienced skiers may be able to sportsmen and the athletes of these ion. From Bill Marx,playing coach
line thus far.
rest of the girls, has been turning pick up any equipment they are two countries rank today as the f the team, we quote: "After many
Interesting to note is the fact that every club and out every Tuesday and Thursday missing
ears of unsuccessful attempts to
or that needs replenishing. foremost exponents of the game.
aggregation at the College is doing so much more this under the careful tutelage of the The trips, which are coming in Strenuous but conditioning, bad- make tennis a major sport, it was
year than in former years. There is a logical reason, of old professor, Jimmy Whitaker.
the best part of the season, will be minton is no game for a "Johnny nly through great effort that the
course. The large Frosh class. Their enthusiasm and Mr. Whitaker told the Specta- expectantly awaited. The different Softie"; for a good singles player came could be placed on the same
(much as the upperclassmen hate to admit it) their ex- tor sports writer that there is transportation companies in Seattle must be in the
physical con- evel as basketball." The students'
perience, is plyaing a large part in the surge "upwards every indication that the girls team have given offers of reduced rates dition a goodsame
light-weight
as
boxer. ooperation and help wil greatly aid
;
'
and onwards**"found in all the activities.
will soon Be able to hold their own *t« the dflrfertht snow fields for Also as among the lightweights, no n keeping the great Arneilean sprfrt
major classification. "FurtherTo return, Mr. Kearny has shown great promise as with the masculine cintlngent. which the Pacific Northwest is singles champion has been over
more," states Mr. Marx, "sweaters
prexy of one of our more important athletic societies. He Along with Miss Esien, Kay Leon- noted.
twenty-five years of age.
with letters will be given at the
has stepped out and obtained many concessions and re- ard, Rosemary Phillips, Cornelia
ductions for his doughty little band which little band Cloud, Lois Eisen and Ann Smith
ncl of the season to those who have
articipated in matches. Two teams,
is soon to be greatly enlarged and has generally shown are all doing or dieting for the
omposed of six players each., will
his ability as a natural leader for a live-wire club.
honor of the feminine sex.
score,
on
this
because
prejudiced
be
a
little
may
We
Following the two practice ses- as though the first team will be c formed with every chance being
When a reporter asked Coach
of the fine way that Jack has aided the sports staff in Whitaker whom he considered the sions with' leading Community composed of John Dowries, Fred given to the newcomers.
their work. It may be that the hard-working leader re- best among the girls at the present Basketball teams, the S.C. hoop Conyne, Bob Reynolds, Woody
(Patronize Our Advertisers)
alized that, after all, the school paper can help extra- time, the shuttle mentor answered, squad looks to be ready to start Borg and Harry Wyman.
curricular activities, but no matter what his reasons, the "At this time, Ifeel that Imust their best seasaon to date.
The only player who might be
staff is cognizant of his trouble, and have pledged them- name Lorrayne (Miss Eisen) as Coach
considered sure of his position is
Budnick could not be
selves to aid his activity, as all others at the College.
my leading neophyte. In the final
be reached for a statement, but the former Seattle Prep star. Bob
not
If we might allow ourselves to wax editorial, we summation, her net game, and the the lineups at the semi-secret games Reynolds. Tom Ryan's fire and his
For Christmas
might very easily come right out and say, "Students, if perspicacity which she shows in' showed that he liked many Fresh- all-around basketball ability merits
you are skiiers, ski with your own group; ski with a picking up all the fundamentals of .men and Sophomores as potential first-string consideration, but his
THE IDEAL GIFT
size is against him in college baspretty swell group, join the S. C. Ski Club and ski with the game are, to me, absolutely starters.
phenomenal.
add,
however,
Imight
ketball.
from
that group."
The fire and dash shown by the
that Miss Cloud and Rosemary
John Katica is also showing much
EASTMAN
News Briefs from Hither and Thither
KODAK
Phillips are showing a lot of ability team was noticeable, and is indica- promise, at is Mike Begley, and
STORES,
shape
tive
of
the
that
grid
the team is any of the above mentioned trio
Inc.
team rated over and with a little more practice,
News Item: Aberdeen High
Ganzaga Pups in poll conducted by Tacoma paper.
may easily challenge Miss Eisen in.
may break into the starting lineup j
1415 Fourth Ave.
At the present time, it appears at any time.
Comment: Well, that's one way of putting it. Un- for the feminine championship."
MAin 9072
doubtedly the Bobcats are potent on the field of battle,
but the two teams haven't even played a common foe,
Octonek Knitting Co.
FOR JEWELRY GIFTS
and it is pretty hard to differentiate between them. When
1626 Fifth Avenue
DAIGLES
MOSCOW
any
they
good
looked as
as
team
we saw the 'Zagans,
Seattle, Wash.
JEWELRY DEN
included.
yer,
has
this
Garfield
Seattle
MAin 2296
606 Pike Street
News item: Tom Lieb hands in resignation at Loyola U
Smart
Lettermon's Sweaters
Expert
Watch Repairing
Made to Youi^Measure
Comment: For the unoknowing, Tom Lieb is the
Fourth and Pike Strut
mighty
school,
and a
head coach at the southern Jesuit
SEATTLE
Is the only place where you ca
fine coach he is, too. Tom had a good team coming up
treat your party with somethin
Brighten the Holidays
for next year, but the Alumni wolves got him, and now
really delicious and different.
With Gifts from
MAin 2871
he's through. Whenever we read of a coach being forced
We Deliver
PARTY RESERVATIONS
criticism,
get
we
to quit because of alumni or student
KIYO'S
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
wonder
if
of
any
always
kind of roiled up, because we
TERRY AVENUE
763
Lakeview Blvd., nea
do
better
themselves.
any
could
the "beefers"
FLOWER
SHOP
GOWN
SHOP
Eastlake
and Mercer
News Item: Marquette High of Yakima, voted third
Quality
Meats
in the Class B teams of the state.
Evening Gowns
Special On Corsages
Comment : Our old neighbor and that all-around good
Lingerie
Housecoats
WE SPECIALIZE IN
fellow, Bob Tobin, has done a fine job over at the MidHosiery
CApitol
9995
state Jesuit high school, and he deserves all credit that
INSTITUTIONS
Open Evenings
he gets. Bob is the type of man who can get the most out
and
RESTAURANTS
1222 Jackson Street
of his players, and by the looks of his unsoiled record
Terry
1010
MA.
9638
1923
Third Avenue
this year, it seems that the boys were out playing for
every
game.
"the coach"
News Item: U. S. C. nominated to represent the West
1020 Madison
Coast in the Rose Bowl on New Years Day.
COME
IN
AND
SEE
Boy,
boy,
mighty
oh
does that cause the
Comment :
ALL MAKES AT
Rose Bowl to pull in its horns! With several fine games
OUR
8TUDENT PRICE8
"bowls,"
fading
prestige
the
being played in the other
NEW
of the western classic this year will take a terrific wallop
A Full Line of
right where it hurts most in the old pocketbook. Tough
a£
flu
eggs, fellas, better pray for a real ball club next year,
one that can go into the bowl without having two defeats.
Ifs in the World of Sports
If U. S. C. had lost to W. S. C, would it still have
linotype
received a vote over California, by virtue of that one
Composition
surprising victory?
SEATTLE COLLEGE
Lorrayne
yours
truly
play
If
"Mina" lisen and
mixed
BOOKSTORE
0
doubles in Class C badminton, does anyone give us even
tw
Basement Alaska Bldg.
an outside chance of winning just one match? (Voice
Second and Cherry St.
SEATTLECOLLEGE
from gallery) NO!!!
T. H. BERQLUND
OPEN EVENINGS
If the old maestro, Prof. J. Whitaker, of the badminBOOKSTORE
Eliot 0647
911 2nd Av».
ton Whitaker*, were aq amateur, could he beat Ham Law,
ELIot 6447
TILL 9 :30
Hank Prusoff, or some of the other Seattle top-notchers?

Athletic Board Votes Appropriation
Championship Squad Looms
Of

Badminton Game
Novel In
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Bookstore Gives
Rates To Skiiers
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Chieftains Spark In Practice

KODAKS
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PETSCHL'S

SORENTO

10c Store

TYPEWRITERS

—

S.C.
Pennants

Leo
Bouchee
Typesetting
Co.
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Xmas Decorations

Candies Cards

Wrapping Supplies
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All Must Learn
To Dance, Says
Fair Debater

necessity.

KThe

topic for debate was: "Reived: That all studenta of S. C.
who are physically able, and who
do not know how to dance, should
be compelled to attend the free
dancing lessons now being offered
by the College."
The affirmative, upheld by Helen
McLendon and Joseph McMurray,
was awarded the decision over the
negative team of Stephen Liddane
and Charles Knowlton. Miss Me
i..inluii debating for the first time
before the group, was adjudged the
best speaker of the evening.
For the debate tonight, a topic
in the more serious vein has been
chosen: Resolved: That the students of Seattle College should
take the pledge to abstain from alcoholic beverages." Alfred Plachta
and Protasio Magdale will defend
the proposition, while the negative team will be composed of
Buckley and Jonathan

Cruet
ms

Hats and Love
(Continued from page two)

of YOUNG LOVE?) quickreturned with a green piece
of a cloth that had a beautiful
purple feather stuck out of the portside. BHE put the THING on, and I
first looked casually, then with horror, at the result.

No! No! This couldn't be the
sweet girl Ihad escorted to this
den of terror!
Iexpostulated, Ipleaded, Ieven
begged HER to take the THING
off, and come home, and lie down,
and maybe drink a little ice-water.
But SHE just looked at me with
those baby-blue eyes,and asked me
If Ifelt all right
Well, the boys in white are going
to take me back to my nice, soft,
padded cell, so Imust stop, but
before Iko. may Itell all the boys
in my audience that if they want to
eat on the state for the rest of their
unnatural life just go hat-shopping
with HER— and I'll be seeing you.

—

...

—

The Time
The Place

Pre-Med Group Tours

The terpischotoan art occupied
the spotlight at the weekly Gavel
Club meeting last Wednesday night,
as the members argued the pro
and con of dancing as a social

rcker
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Swedish Tumor Plant

Last Thursday night In place of
the regular meeting of the Mendel
Club, members assembled at the
Swedish Hospital Tumor Institute
for a tour of the institute. The
party was divided Into two groups,
and visited the different sections
of the institute.
The clinic is centered around a
huge 800,000 volt X-ray machine
which is one of the largest and
most efficient machines In this
country. The x-ray tube alone is
fifteen feet long and is housed in
a specially built building.
The
walls of the building are covered
with plate lead three inches thick,
for the protection of the technicians.
Besides this x-ray equipment the
clinic is also equipped with a large
supply of radium for pathological
treatment. The clinic employs one
of the most modern systems of
radium treatment.

Conrad Kirchoff
It has been some time since the paper came out last,
By

so almost too much water has run under the bridge. At
the Moore Rachmaninoff and La Argentinita appeared
before packed houses, and at the Met Cornelia Otis Skinner acted eight parts in a fine presentation of "Edna, His

*
V
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HE15 CALLED THE "RUBBER

♥

* *

Ishould imagine that the shade of old Leoncavallo
must have put in a tough two weeks turning in his grave
if he knew how his "Pagliacci" was being slaughtered at
ordinarily like Richard Tauber, this
the Montlake. Tho I
performance was not very pleasing. The British Chemicolor process showed poorly in comparison to our own
Technicolor and the staging was terrific example: while
the wind howled with all the weird effects of a 75 mile
gale, shots of the snow showed it falling peacefully
straight down.

|

—

*

Actors Go To Party

PeNN OOLLKE;CLEVELAND, PURCHASED A

After the first night performance, Thursday, Dec. 1, the "Heathers at Home" cast and production

'
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»WWv3AOOMPLEifBCOU£GewnMaASSPDR ONLY 12MINUTES IN A ,

ROOMS.LABS JLIBRAE CWNASIUW. POOL
AND DteWTOfeY ALL UNDER. ONfiROOF/

staff participated in a party at
the residence of Miss Virginia
Gemmil. According to those who
attended, an enjoyable time was
had by all.

60-MWUTE POOTBAU. GAME

BigPyramid Sundaes
10c
Klick Klack Dairy
6120 Phinney Aye.

MR. HARRY E. SLOAN
For outstanding service to
Spectator advertisers
We present you with :
1. One season pass to
Spectator mixers.
2. Two free suppers at
the Moscon Restaurant
(Please phone if you plan
to bring more than fifty
again.)

Gift Store
FOR

Catholic 1
THE

KAUFFER CO.

Compliments

of
Steve Cain

Seattle

Tacoma

CHIEFTAIN SKIERS!

We invite you to inspect our New Winter Equipment. Here you will find all
the Latest and Best in Skis, Clothing and Accessories. Our prices are never
out of line and we guarantee everything we sell.
WE SPECIALIZE IN REPAIRS AND SERVICE
TRADE IN YOUR OLD EQUIPMENT
WE INSURE YOUR SKIS, USED OR NEW
Use Your Credit— lt b Good With Us.
Use our Get-A-Ride Service Up-to-the-Minute Snow Reports
Used Skis and Clothing for SaIe— REASONABLE

—

BILL LOHRER'S SPORT SHOP

4316 University Way

Open Nights

*

♥

In the good old days when it was illegal Ioften
got wax on my elbows sitting beside a little fellow who
saw him
surely managed to get around. The last time I
was in a very appropriate play put on by the Cornish
School production of "The Drunkard." He was pulling
a Cornelia Otis Skinner, playing four roles the village
half-wit, the bar-fly, the farmer, and one other stellar

—

part.

*

*

*

*

You can imagine my surprise when this coming Orson
Welles got in touch with me a few days, asking my assistance in promoting "Ski Revue" which was being put on
at the Met. Jack Shallow, Jr. is his name watch for it,
and that of his company, Northwest Film Productions, Inc.
At present Jack is filming a fire prevention film for the
Seattle Fire Department, and expects to start production
of a Technicolor, feature length sound picture to be set at
Mt. Baker.

—

* * * *

When initiative petitions are circulated to remove the
dear old phone company, I'll do my bit by the boys in
the council by promoting a couple just absolutely gratis.

* * * *

Our Advertisers Bid For Your Support

""
"

*

MElrose 4400

One of the coming events at the Montlake I
will have
to admit as being good. That is also a British falm on
the life of Schubert, "Unfinished Symphony." Isaw it
three years ago at the Blue Mouse.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
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CHRISTMAS TREES
All Sizes at Low Prices

GArfield 7196
or SUnset 8441

We Deliver
Any Place

|

Wall-Weil Inc.

J

Students bringing in orders will receive
a commission

"

S

j*
j*
*
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Watch Repairing
R. EKREN
1004 Madison

ELiot 1004

PAT'S BARBEQUE

-

■raakfMt Luncho* " Dinner
P. J. OalUgher

I 111! Ulh

tm,

EA. 2280

(Patronize Our Advertisers]

Reasonable Prices
and

GOOD FOOD
MADISON CAFE
802 Madison

It's the Place to

DINE
Dinners SOc

to 65c

5 :30 p.m. to 7 :30 p.m.

ASSEMBLY
HOTEL
MARNE'S CAFE

For Good Home Cooked Food
Short Orders
Good Service
A Fine Dining Room

...

COME IN AND GIVE US A TRY
Piano for Amusement
Marne Hotel
1120 Broadway

ADMIRAL
Cleaners and Dyers
Expert Cleaning, Pressing,
Dyeing & Alterations On
Ladies' and Gent's

\^^^^

Garments.
MAinBs3B 1016 Madison
Cupyfifhs I9)t, UcfilTT

* UVIU TdIACCOCo.

...aHAPPY COMBINATION of the
world's best Cigarette tobaccos

ever tried— the right combination ofmild

ripe home-grown and aromatic Turkish
tobaccos rolled in pure cigarette paper.

